Grammar Unit 7

• LEVEL 1

•REINFORCEMENT•

1

3

Complete the sentences with the correct
form of the verbs.

Third conditional

1. If I

Second conditional

2. If people
more, there
violence in this world.

had finished

(finish) this sooner, I

would have gotten (get) more sleep last night.

1. If governments spent
(spend)
more money on peace programs, there
would be
(be) fewer wars.

3. What

Complete the sentences with the correct
from of the verbs.

2. If we
(organize) a fund
raising event in the summer, more students
(be) able to participate.

(love) each other
(be) less

3.
4. If we
party, she

(you / do) if you
(see) Ricky Martin on the

(everyone / laugh) at us if we
(dress up) as Santa Claus?
(invite) her to the
(not / come).

bus?
4. Who

2

(you / tell) if you
(have) a secret?

Match the two halves of the sentences.
1. If you asked her nicely, c
2. If I saw him driving,
3. If I had some extra money,
4. If we had a million dollars,
5. If you could speak three languages,
a. we would travel around the world.
b. you would be trilingual.
c. she would do it for you.
d. I would get out of his way.
e. I would donate it to charity.
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• LEVEL 2

•CONSOLIDATION•

1

2

Answer these questions with your own ideas
in the second conditional.

1. If she
earlier, I
to her.
a. had called / would have talked
b. has called / would talk
c. has called / would have talked

1. What would you do if you saw a famous
actor on the bus?

2. If he
, she
a. left / is
b. leaves / was
c. left / would

If I saw a famous actor on the bus, I would take a
picture of him.

2. Who would you tell if you had a secret?
If I

be sad.

3. If you
healthy food, you
a. did eat / won’t
b. didn’t eat / wouldn’t
c. eat / won’t

3. What would you be if you spoke three
languages?
If I

stay fit.

4. He
weight if he
a lot of exercise.
a. wouldn’t have gained / doesn’t do
b. would has gained / did

4. Where would you go if you had a million
dollars?

c. would have gained / hadn’t done
5. If I
some money,
you lent me
some?
a. had needed / would you have lent
b. would need / did
c. needed / do

If I
5. How would you feel if your teacher caught
you cheating?
If my

6. If they
you to dinner,
them flowers?
a. would invite / wouldn’t
b. had invite / would
c. invited / would

6. Who would you be if you could be anyone
in the world?
If I
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• LEVEL 3

•extension•

1

2

Complete the second conditional sentences
with your own words.

Write third conditional sentences with if using
the cues.
1. you / not / leave / book at school / be able
to do / all / homework

1. If I were president, I would make stronger

If you hadn’t left your book at school, you would have

environmental laws.

been able to do all of your homework.

2. If I could only have one wish,

2. her boyfriend / leave home on time / he /
not late / pick up / her

3. If there were cheap tourist flights to the
moon,

3. you / eat / healthy dinner / have / upset
stomach

4. If I could invent something new,
5. If I could change the world,

4. you / exercise / you / gain / so much
weight?

6. If pigs could fly,

5. I / ask / money / you / lend / me some?

6. they / invite / dinner / her / bring them /
flowers
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